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Introduction To Accessible Media
Content Production Program
In partnership with Mohawk College and Owlware Ltd,
the Introduction To Accessible Media Content Production
Program was delivered completely online this fall. Our
goal is to provide tools and skills for our up-and-coming
content creators with disabilities to take the media world
by storm.
The future of accessible media content will follow
standards
set
under
the
Information
and
Communications guidelines in the Accessible Ontario
Disability Act (AODA). The deadline for website
accessibility is fast approaching for companies with over
50 employees. As of January 1st, 2021 these websites
will be required to offer visual contrast, resizing of font,
and images of text to meet the WCAG 2.0
‘distinguishable content’ standard.
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Social restrictions prompted our program leaders to adapt the typically in-person delivery of this course
while keeping in form with an inclusive learning environment. Our Introduction To Accessible Content
Production program course kicked off on September 10th, 2020 with a virtual orientation day. In the
weeks that followed; our media students have been honing their creative skills and learning how to
integrate accessible features in all public content.
In the coming weeks; our online lectures will give way to work experience through TDC. Our students
boast a range of abilities essential for representation. Jennifer Jahnke of Mohawk College first suited
our students up with a knowledge of disability legislation in Canada, and the importance of accurate
media representation. Universal design principles provided a guide for students to consistently meet
accessibility standards for the content they create. Lessons in captioning and Integrated Descriptive
Video were impressed upon our students as essential features in any media. The students were then
taught inclusive language and person-first writing.
The students have been putting their new skills to use by updating older inaccessible content. Persons
who have little to no vision and persons who are (D)/deaf or hard-of-hearing are entitled to easily
accessible content. In anticipation of paid internships in the new year; the students are entering the
experiential learning portion of our program.
Experiential learning for our students means running and contributing to our social media platforms.
Through practical work experience; our students will be able to hone their skills and build their
confidence while producing content for TDC. We are excited to showcase their abilities through their
roles as podcasters, audio/video editors, writers, and social media post creators.
Lizz Noble is an experienced media consultant; through her guidance, the students have learned how
to tailor social media posts to reach the widest audience possible. Lizz is spearheading the experiential
learning portion for our trainee podcasters, editors, and writers, and visual art creators to show all that
they have learned with you, the TDC family.
A new cohort for this innovative program begins in January 2021.
In order to apply please send your resume to frank@owlware.com

TDC is raising funds with FlipGive. Join our Team and shop brands while contributing to TDC employment programs!
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